Audiovisual Presentations on a Handheld PC Are Preferred As an Educational Tool by NICU Parents
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Summary
Background Health literacy is critical for understanding complex medical problems and necessary for the well being of the patient. Printed educational materials (PM) have limitations in explaining the dynamics of a disease process. Multimedia formats may be useful for enhancing the educational process.

Objective: To evaluate whether a printed format or animation with commentary on a handheld personal computer (PC) is preferred as an educational tool by parents of a baby in the NICU.

Methods: Parents evaluated two formats: A 1-page illustrated document from the American Heart Association explaining patent ductus arteriosus (PDA) and animation with commentary on a handheld PC that explained the physiology of PDA in 1 minute. The reading grade level of the PM was 8.6 versus 18.6 for the audio portion of the animated presentation. Parents viewed each format and completed a four-item questionnaire. Parents rated both formats and indicated their preference as printed, animation, or both.

Results: Forty-six parents participated in the survey. Parents preferred animation over PM (50% vs. 17.4%, p = 0.02); 39.1% expressed that the animation was excellent; whereas 4.3% expressed that the PM was excellent (p<0.001). The order of presentation of formats, sex, age, and educational level of parents did not influence the method preferred (p>0.05).

Conclusion: Parents preferred animation on a small screen handheld PC despite a much higher language level. Because handheld PCs are portable and inexpensive, they can be used effectively at the bedside with low-cost animation to enhance understanding of complex disease conditions.
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1. Introduction

The parents of infants in the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit (NICU) are faced with unexpected emotional turmoil and they must very quickly assimilate a large quantity of information about their baby’s condition that often includes unfamiliar medical language. They also are frequently asked to make critical decisions after being provided with information about complex disease conditions that is often written at a high reading level. Printed material is the most commonly used medium to help the parents of a baby in the NICU better understand their infant’s disease conditions. Handouts developed by physicians are useful even in this age of easy access to information technology since they can help patients to differentiate facts from the misinformation widely available on the internet. One limitation of these materials is that they may not be the ideal medium to explain the dynamics of a disease to the parents. For example, the dynamics of the patent ductus arteriosus (PDA), a common congenital heart condition in premature infants, can be difficult for parents to comprehend. A multimedia presentation explaining the pathophysiology of the disease could be useful to enhance parents’ understanding of PDA.

Desktop or laptop computers may serve this purpose, but are not ideal, as they may be expensive, large, and are not always available at the bedside. An alternative is the handheld personal computer, which is multimedia capable, portable, and widely used by physicians; however, the general perception is that their utility might be limited by the small screen size. We suspected that handheld personal computers might be useful in educating parents about complex disease states in their infants.

The objective of this study was to evaluate whether a printed format or an animation with an audio narrative on a handheld personal computer would be preferred as an educational tool by parents who have a baby in the NICU.

2. Methods

This was a cross-sectional study using convenience sampling comparing a one-page (8.5” x 11”) illustrated information sheet about PDA with a brief animation (Fig. 1) with a spoken narrative created using Phatpad® (Phatware Corp. CA, USA) software. The information sheet was obtained from patient education material about PDA on the American Heart Association website [1]. The animation and commentary, created by the author, was presented on an HPC (HP iPAQ 4700x with a 4” screen and Windows Mobile 2003 second edition operating system [Fig. 2]). Both formats described the pathophysiology of PDA. The multimedia presentation takes approximately 1 minute to view. Every participating parent was given both formats to review and then they were asked to complete a four-item questionnaire. The order in which both the formats were presented was alternated after each subject. Parents rated each format as not helpful, somewhat helpful, very helpful, or excellent. They indicated their preference as printed, animation, or both. Initial format viewed (paper or animation), parent age, sex, and educational level were recorded. Parents were asked if they understood and if they needed any further explanation at the end of reviewing each format. Flesch-Kincaid grade level was 8.6 for the printed education material and 18.6 for the audio portion of the multimedia presentation. Parents with prior knowledge of PDA were not included in the study. Analysis was done using chi square and independent sample t tests (SPSS v.16). The facility’s Institutional Review Board approved the study.

3. Results

Forty-six parents participated in the survey. One parent chose not to participate in the study. Demographics of the participants are shown in Table 1.

Parents preferred animation (50%) to printed material (17.4%) and 85% of parents expressed understanding without additional explanation after seeing both formats. The order of presentation of formats, sex, age, and educational level of parents did not influence the method preferred by test.
4. Discussion

We sought to identify parents’ preferred format in receiving information while in the NICU. There is little published work on this subject. One study evaluated handheld personal computers in patient education in 51 English-speaking HIV adult patients [2]. Participants of the study felt that handheld personal computer-based video was an appropriate medium for learning and they self-reported improvements in medication adherence, regardless of their baseline literacy skills. O’Hara et al., conducted a pilot study assessing the role of personal digital assistants to improve self-care in oral health [3]. Although 11 of the 36 enrolled patients had withdrawn, 40% of those remaining showed improvement in three areas of oral health. It is important to note that their study population had mild to moderate cognitive deficiencies. Many other researchers have successfully tested the utility of the handheld personal computer in patient education including adolescent education [4–9], but video was not deployed as a medium of patient education. A review article by Blake succinctly described the potential role of mobile technology in improving health education [10]. Adam Magos’ group reported the use of patient’s own surgery video clips in postoperative ward rounds and found greater patient satisfaction [11].

Realizing that a growing number of patients and their families were using video-capable media players, pediatric ENT surgeons at Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary, created videos of pediatric ENT procedures for viewing on portable media players and cell phones [12]. These studies reflect the effort to utilize mobile technology in improving the health literacy of the patients and families.

In our study, parents clearly preferred low-cost animation to the paper format as the medium for education. This is particularly significant because the reading grade level (analyzed post-study by transcribing the audio, which resulted in a Flesh-Kincaid score of 18.6) of the audio portion of the animation was much higher than that of the printed educational material and well above the average grade level of our subjects. One weakness of our study was that the text of the two formats was different. The content of the two formats was equivalent. However, in order to describe the movement of blood in the dynamic audiovisual component, the verbiage was necessarily different from the text describing static drawings in the AHA handout. Thus, it is not entirely clear whether the preferences were based on manner of presentation versus textual differences. The preference for the audiovisual approach even though it has a much higher reading level demonstrates a benefit of the format.

The high level of educational attainment in our study subjects (13.8 years ±2.3) might be a potential limitation; however, research has shown that self-reported educational level consistently over predicts estimated reading level [13]. Moreover, there were no differences in the education levels of parents in regard to preference for either of the formats. Another weakness of the study is that we did not test the level of parents’ understanding or recall after they reviewed both materials, as it may have been needlessly stressful to these already worried parents. Still, only 4% of parents required supplemental explanation after reviewing the audiovisual presentation as compared to 11% of parents after reading the written materials. Parents also rated the usefulness of both the formats and 39% expressed that animation was excellent, whereas only 4% expressed the same for the printed format (p<0.001). These findings suggest that handheld PCs may play a significant role in explaining complex disease conditions for NICU parents and they may be deployed more widely not only to enhance parent’s disease comprehension but also to assist with post-hospital care instructions. We speculate that a similar animation with a Spanish commentary could help in the Hispanic population by partially overcoming language barriers, and may help diminish the need for interpreters for some routine NICU parent education.
5. Conclusions

We have shown that an audiovisual presentation on a handheld PC was preferred by parents to written materials as a source of information about the patent ductus arteriosus. Handheld PCs have the potential to play a significant role in parent education in the NICU. Handheld PCs are portable and inexpensive and in widespread use and they can be used effectively at the bedside in the NICU. The animation and audio may enhance parents' understanding of the complex disease conditions of their babies. We speculate that animation may be particularly helpful for individuals with reading limitations and may facilitate health literacy. Similar benefits might reasonably be expected with other portable digital media such as laptops, netbooks, or computers on wheels. Further study with closely aligned written and audiovisual materials will help clarify the benefits of audiovisual formats, and the relationship between reading levels, presentation formats, and comprehension.

Clinical Relevance Statement
Educating about complex diseases is an important aspect of provider-patient communication. Handheld PCs may help patients and their families better understand complex disease conditions. Animation with audio may be useful as an educational tool in overcoming the barriers of learning disabilities and language.
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Fig. 1 Snapshot of animation preferred by the parents.

Fig. 2 Handheld PC with 4" screen used as an educational tool.
### Table 1 Demographics of the participants

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>39.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>60.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age in years, mean (standard deviation)</td>
<td>29.7 (7.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average education in years, mean (standard deviation)</td>
<td>13.8 (2.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Animation preferred*</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Printed preferred*</td>
<td>17.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No preference</td>
<td>32.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viewed paper first</td>
<td>52.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viewed animation first</td>
<td>47.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p = 0.02
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